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Abstract—The rise of 3G/4G mobile communications, WiFi 
hotspots and other wireless communication technology has a serious 
of advantages including low radiation, wide broadband, long 
communication distance, low power consumption and etc. Then here 
comes a question, whether can we achieve a new generation RTK 
positioning model making use of this advanced communication 
measure instead of traditional digital radio transmission one? 
According to the above technical analysis, with WiFi accessing to the 
surrounding WiFi hotspot or the temporary WiFi hotspot constructed 
by 3G/4G mobile communications, in the article , the author put the 
satellite positioning receiver with the functions of WiFi wireless 
networking, BDS and GPS dynamic precision differential (RTK) 
accesses into JLCORS, then achieve carrier phase correction 
parameters which are located by RTK , BDS, and GPS satellite, and 
further centimeter-level positioning. Detailed discussions are based 
on RTK receiver research and design which are about WiFi hotspots 
wireless communications datalink. 

Keywords—WiFi hotspots, satellite positioning, RTK, wireless 
communications datalink, JLCORS  

I. INTRODUCTION  
To obtain RTK differential correction value information the 

raditional RTK（Such as Trimble R10,Leicavivo,Stonex S9, 
Hi-Target v30,ect） receiver using conventional RTK receiver 
cannot leave the built-in UHF high-freguency radio and built-in 
GPRS or CDMA phone module, making the instrument must 
be considered in the design of the physical shell size, power 
consumption, voltage matching, logic control circuitry, 
underlying software programs, customer demand 
characteristics, various countries and regions communication 
standard and emission limits[1]. For a model of RTK products, 
it leads to a situation that all manufacturers have to make a 
combining scheme which are dozens of designs, assembly, 
testing, software, price and detection of maintenance[2]. 

The research aims to gather various parts of communication 
function to a whole, function forwarding, take the choice of 
combination scheme to customer, adjust measures to local 
conditions, that will be greatly increase the reliability, 
consistency, universality and compatibility of the RTK 
products. Specifically, it takes the global unified differential, 
complicated communications for RTK to WiFi globally 
recognized communication protocols and standards, and then 
customers or marketing partners according to their respective 

countries, regions, laws and regulations or customer specific 
requirements can the choice flexible way access to the 
secondary communication of WiFi. If RS232 serial 
communication function of VHF, UHF Digital Radio, GPRS or 
CMDA module interfaces,  WIFI hotspots, that means  through 
the WiFi network communication technology can achieve only 
with WiFi interface receiver to realize remote CORS station or 
user access of base station construction, surveying and 
mapping and achieving cm-level real-time control[3][4]. 

With WiFi, traditional radio receiver module and the 
wireless mobile communication module, RTK satellite 
positioning terminal cannot be considered during design, so 
that the design, assembly, testing, and maintenance will 
become very simple. Of course, another advantage is cost 
greatly reduced. 

II. PRINCIPLE OF MEASUREMENT 

A. RTK Technology  
As a new development and breakthrough of satellite 

positioning system, RTK has played a key role in today’s urban 
measurement and construction, what is more, its development 
prospects are very impressive. Positioning accuracy of RTK 
which can be achieved that offering three-dimensional 
positioning results in the specified coordinate system, and its 
accuracy achieves centimeter is also higher than the GPS single 
point positioning[5][6].  

The technology of RTK positioning system is composed of 
workstations and base stations, is connected by the wireless 
data. So the top priority thing of RTK is to build a wireless data 
link effectively. In the real time kinematic positioning, the first 
thing is to establish a base station to receive satellite signals 
continuously and observate satellite all along. Each moving 
station will match a hand book which can receive observation 
data of base station by wireless communications equipment all 
the time. Using the relative positioning of the hand book, 
calculating the 3d coordinate and measurement precision of the 
rover. According to the baseline calculating results gained by 
hand book, the user will know the quality of observation data, 
greatly improve the observation efficiency, reduce duplication 
of observation and the redundant observation, save manpower 
and  material resources, economic and environmental 
protection. The RTK positioning measurement is divided into 
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two kinds, rapid static positioning and dynamic positioning 
respectively, for different forms of production practice the 
combination of two measurement model will do the actual 
measurement process[7][8]. 

B. JLCORS Technology 
CORS(Continuous Operational Reference System),is a 

technology blend of satellite positioning technology, wireless 
communication technology, computer processing technology, 
and other technical means, which also build run continuously 
tracking station in a fixed area, to provide continuous, 
uninterrupted, high-precision space location services as well as 
a variety of different information service for users[9][10]. 
JLCORS is composed by the reference station network, the 
control center, data center, the user of application system and 
digital communication system. JLCORS network system 
spreads all over Jilin province, is a star network that take center 
node as the control center[11]. 

C. WiFi hotspots technology 
The full name of WiFi is Wireless Fidelity, also known as 

the 802.11b standard, which is similar to the mobile network, 
and it can achieve wireless fidelity, connecting with various 
terminals in a wireless communications datalink way[12]. WiFi 
is similar to the mobile network .Compared with the laying 
wired network, WiFi networks has advantages of low-cost and 
convenience, comparing with the existing Bluetooth 
technology, the coverage of WiFi is broader and its 
propagation speed faster, as a result, currently it has been 
widely used in daily life and production. It can spread data 
effectively and in a high-speed in a longer propagation distance. 
The bandwidth is up to 11Mbps, if the signal is weak or is 
affected by some of the outside world, the bandwidth can be 
adjusted to 5.5Mbps, 2Mbps, 1Mbps automatically, so that the 
reliability and stability of the network have a certain assurance. 
The main characteristics of WiFi hotspots is strong stability, 
high reliability and spread fast. In the open area, the maximum 
communication distance is up to 305 meters, while in the more 
enclosed areas, the communication distance can also achieve 
76 to 122 meters[13][14]. 

III. RTK TERMINAL SYSTEM 

A. Consisting of RTK Terminal System 
The RTK terminal system referred by this article especially 

means the compass and GPS satellite positioning RTK terminal 
system with WiFi access function. A complete RTK terminal 
system is mainly composed of two parts, hardware and 
software systems. 

System hardware includes six portions which are 
instrument enclosure, interface, control board, satellite antenna, 
satellite positioning engine,power supply and etc. Among them, 
the instrument cases are consist of two parts. One is light-
emitting diode ，  such as power pack 、  satellite 、 
difference、 Bluetooth、 Network and so on, the other is ABS 
of Power button, and the internal of it has solid metal stents; 
The interface owns WiFi antenna SMA interface, USB, 
Bluetooth, RS232, HDMI and other common interfaces; In the 

first phase, the control board use low-power MINI ATX H66 
architecture board, whose memory is 4G, i3 processor, 64G 
solid-state storage and operating system uses Windows7; 
Satellite antenna uses built-in GPS and the system of Compass 
6 dual-frequency system; Satellite positioning engine uses a 
dual system OEM board, built-in GPS and Compass Channel 
6;Power Modules use DC-DC module combination, power 
capacity uses lithium-ion battery pack which is combined into 
a 5200mAh from 18650. As shown in Fig.1,Fig.2. 

System software includes serial debugging software and 
RTK positioning software. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. The Actual Picture of RTK 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. The Ichnography of RTK 

B. Work Flow of RTK Terminal 
Satellite positioning receiver with the capabilities of WiFi 

wireless networking and the function of Compass and dynamic 
precision differential GPS(RTK) access to the local continuous 
tracking reference station(CORS) or user-built single reference 
station network through WiFi access to the surrounding Wi-Fi 
hotspot or temporary Wi-Fi hotspot constructed by the 3G 
mobile communications, then achieve real-time RTK Compass 
and the carrier phase correction parameters of GPS satellite 
positioning, achieves centimeter-level positioning. As shown in 
Fig.3 
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Fig. 3. Work Flow of RTK Receiver 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. Measured Data 

IV. TEST AND ANALYSIS 

A. Debugging Process 
First， the Wireless Fidelity hotspot devices should be 

configured to JLCORS which then be started up，while the 
receiver and the computer are connected by using USB，and 
post number is modified. Input the control command one by 
one to get the WGS-84 geodetic coordinates and to output data 
format of GPGGA after starting serial port debugging software. 
When the number of "E" is 4, the fixed solution is obtained. As 
shown in Fig.4 

B. Data Processing 
UTM projection universal transverse Mercator projection, 

the horizontal axis is cut conformal cylindrical projection, the 
central meridian projection length ratio is 0.9996. UTM 

projection is divided into 60 projection zones, from 180 W to 
180 E, and the area is 6 degree. WGS-84 geodetic coordinates 
to the UTM projection conversion relations are as 
follows[15][16]. 

Rectangular coordinate formula, 
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Convergence of meridian formula, 
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Where S is the meridian arc length from the equator, length 
to central meridian ratio is 0.9996, the true value formula of 
rectangular coordinate, 
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The results of UTM projection coordinates are shown in 
Table 1. 

TABLE I.  UTM PROJECTED COORDINATES 

Epoch x(m) y(m) h(m) 

1 4821842.819 676106.216 262.568 

2 4821842.819 676106.214 262.566 

3 4821842.819 676106.214 262.566 

4 4821842.822 676106.213 262.570 

5 4821842.820 676106.216 262.565 

6 4821842.820 676106.214 262.567 

7 4821842.820 676106.214 262.564 

8 4821842.819 676106.214 262.567 

9 4821842.818 676106.214 262.565 

10 4821842.817 676106.214 262.556 

 

C. Accuracy Analysis 
1) Statistics 

Calculate the average value of unknown quantity by 
multigroup observed value, 
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Calculations are 
x=4821842.819m；y=676106.216m；h=262.563m。 

2) Diagram  Display  
The following broken line chart depicted the relationship 

the x, y, h coordinates of the multi group observation data and 
the average value，of which the blue line and the pink one 

respectively represent the average of multi group observations 
and each epoch observations. From the chart, each epoch 
observations basically distributed into the two sides of the 
average value. The jump errors of X direction ，Y direction ,H 
direction respectively were no more than 0.6cm, 1.0cm and 
3.0cm(Fig.5,Fig.6,Fig.7,Fig8). 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.  Line Chart of x Coordinate 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6. Line Chart of y Coordinate 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7. Line Chart of h Coordinate 
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Fig. 8. Measurement Accuracy 

3) Inner Precision Rating  
Inner precision is used to evaluate the accuracy as the index. 

The arithmetical mean of all observations which were received 
from fixed measuring points was regarded as the maximum 
likelihood values. Make a difference between each observation 
and the maximum likelihood values one by one and calculate 
difference square sum. The followed formula will be utilized to 
calculate the internal accuracy of three directions(x ,y ,h). 

 [ ] )1/( −∆∆±= nσ  (9) 

where σ  represents inner precision, n means the total 
number of the same observations, ∆ means the difference of 
observation and the maximum likelihood values. 

Using the appeal formula, the accuracy of the x direction is 
0.2cm, the direction of y is 0.3cm, and the accuracy of h is 
0.9cm. It can be obtained that the accuracy of the plane is 
higher, the precision is higher than the 0.3cm, the height 
precision is relatively low, the precision is higher than 1cm, 
which is about 1/5 of the plane precision, but all the accuracy 
is centimeter level, and the stability is very high. 

V. CONCLUSION 
The design of Big Dipper RTK receiver based on Wireless 

Fidelity hotspot wireless communication data link will be used 
to RTK difference and union of complex communication 
means and communication protocol which be globally accepted 
to improve the consistency , generality, compatibility on a 
global scale. The paper design to receive real time carrier phase 
correction parameter, analyze Data and evaluate precision by 
using the method that the RTK receiver is connected to 
JLCORS station. Finally, the result of centimeter level real-

time positioning is obtained, and the design requirements of the 
Big Dipper RTK receiver based on WIFI hotspot are basically 
realized. 
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